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Abstract: Language is a means of forming and storing ideas reflection of reality 
and exchanging them in the process of human intercourse. Language is social by 
nature: it is inseparable connected with the people who are its creators and users; it 
grows and develops together with the development of society. Language incorporates 
the three constituent parts each being inherent in it by virtue of its social nature; these 
parts are the phonological system, the lexical system, the grammatical system. Only 
the unity of these three constituent parts form a language, without any one of them 
there is no human language in the above sense. 
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The passive voice is formed by means of the auxiliary verb to be in the required 
form and Participle II of the notional verb.1  
a) The present, past, future indefinite passive are formed by means of the 
present, past, and future indefinite of the auxiliary verb to be and Participle II of the 
notional verb. 
The Present Ind. Passive The Past Ind. Passive The Future Ind. Passive 
I am invited I was invited I will be invited 
He is invited He was invited He will be invited 
We are invited We were invited We will be invited 
You are invited You were invited You will be invited 
They are invited They were invited They will be invited 
b) The present, past, future indefinite passive are formed by means of the 
present, past, and future pefect of the auxiliary verb to be and Participle II of the 
notional verb. 
The Present Perfect Passive The Past Perfect Passive The Future Perfect Passive 
I have been invited I had been invited I will have been invited 
He has been invited He had been invited He will have been invited 
We have been invited We had been invited We will have been invited 
You have been invited You had been invited You will have been invited 
They have been invited They had been invited They will have been invited 
 
1 Иванова И.Я. Вид и время в современном английском языке. М., 1961 стр.296 
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c) The present continuous, past continuous passive are formed by means of the 
present continuous, past continuous of the auxiliary verb to be and Participle II of the 
notional verb. 
The present continuous passive The past continuous passive 
I am being invited I was being invited 
He is being invited He was being invited 
We are being invited We were being invited 
You are being invited You were being invited 
They are being invited They were being invited 
The Future Continuous, the Present Perfect Continuous, the Past Perfect 
Continuous and the Future Perfect Continuous are not found in the Passive Voice. 
Without the doer of the action being mentioned. In this case the doer is either 
unknown or unimportant. E.g.: In silence the soup, was finished excellent if a little 
thick and fish was brought. Tom Tusher was sent off early, however, to a school in 
London (Thackey). 
With the doer of the action being mentioned. This occurs only with the doer of 
the action is to some extent emphasized. The noun or pronoun denoting the doer of 
the action is introduced by the preposition by. E.g.: He was wrenched from his blank 
wretchedness by the sound of the door opening from his mother’s room (Galsworthy). 
This room was dimly lighted from the ceiling by a single electric lamp (Bennett).  
The use of tenses in Active and in the Passive voice is the same: 
Indefinite  Present New schools are built every year. 
Future New schools will be built in spring. 
Past New schools were built a month ago 
Perfect Present New schools have been built this year. 
Future New schools will have been built by May. 
Past New schools had been built by the 1st of May. 
Continuous  Present New schools are being built in Khiva 
Past New schools were being built when I came. 
All boys have shells…in other words, they are never seen, or if seen would (b) 
not be recognized (J.London’s “M.Eden”). 
The news was brought that the little boy at the “Three Castles” was ill 
(J.London’s “M.Eden”).  
Further meeting will be hold tonight and tomorrow night (J.London’s 
“M.Eden”).  
You have been told three times this week that she is coming home for a year for 
her health (J.London’s “M.Eden”).  
I have been very unhappy since she died. I have been slighted and taught 
nothing and thrown upon myself and put to work not fit for me (J.London’s 
“M.Eden”). By 12 o’clock a jury reasonably satisfactory to both sides had been 
chosen (J.London’s “M.Eden”).  
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Don’t you disturb him? He is working at his wonderful poem. 
An immortal work of art is being created (J.London’s “M.Eden”).  
When he got to the stables, a horse was being saddled (J.London’s “M.Eden”).  
To express an action going on at a definite moment in the future only the Future 
Continuous Active is possible. Thus the Russian sentence Когда вы придете в 
лабораторию, опыт уже будет производиться must be translated in the following 
way: When you come to the laboratory, we shall already be making the experiment. 
To denote an action which began before a definite moment in the present, past 
or future perfect continuous active are generally used. 
Уже два часа как правят корректуру. 
They have been reading the proofs for two hours. 
Когда пришел главный редактор, корректуру правили уже два часа. 
When the editor-in-chief came, they had been reading the proofs for two hours 
(J.London’s “M.Eden”).  
The Present Perfect Inclusive Passive and the Past Inclusive Passive are found 
with verbs not used in the Continuous form, in negative sentences and with sonic 
non-terminative verbs. She has always been admired. The library has not been used 
for months (J.London’s “M.Eden”). 
There are three ways of translating the Passive Voice into Russian: 
a. By the verb быть+краткая форма причастия страдательного залога. In the 
present the verb is not used. 
b. By verbs in –ся. 
c. By means of indefinite personal construction (неопределенно-личные 
предложения). The last way of translating is possible only if the doer of the action is 
not mentioned. 
Houses are built of stone. 
Дома строятся из камня. 
Дома строят из камня. 
The house was built in1932. 
Дом построили в 1932 году. 
The experiment was made by a famous scientist. 
Опыт был произведен знаменитым ученым. 
Опыт производился знаменитым ученым. 
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